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Overview

1. The syllabus, the exam and core resources

2. The content 
1. Growth of European tensions

2. Course of the European war

3. Civilians at War

4. End of the Conflict 

3. Historiography – Why? How? 

4. Writing the essay





Could know – detail of specific 
historiographical debates, advanced 
essay writing extension readings, 
analysis of BOSTES exemplar 
samples 

Must know – the factual basis of the 
syllabus content, basic essay writing –
notes from text book, practice essays

Should know – some general historiography, 
relationships between components of the content 
(causes, battles), judgements (turning points) - class 
activities, discussions, practice past HSC papers

Students…







1. The Growth of European Tensions

Must Know (enough to write an essay) Historiographical issues (should/could know)

• Key personalities: Hitler, Mussolini, 
Stalin, Chamberlain 

• Nature of fascism and National Socialism
• The League of Nations
• Abyssinian Crisis
• Spanish Civil War
• German revision of Versailles –

rearmament, Rhineland, Anschluss, 
Czech crisis, Danzig corridor 

• Appeasement
• Pacts – Stresa, Pact of Steel, Nazi-Soviet 

Non Aggression

• Did Hitler intend to start a major war? 
(Hossbach Memorandum- 1937)

• Could Britain/ France have averted war? 
How? When? 

• What was the point at which war became 
inevitable

• What is the relationship between these 
factors? Which are causes and which are 
effects?



1. The Growth of European Tensions 
Key Feature and Issue: aims and strategies of the Allied and Axis powers 

Key Features of German Strategy

• Hitler as strategist 
• Ideology- racial and political 

superiority 
• Großdeutschland
• Autarky
• Lebensraum
• Blitzkrieg to Materialschlacht
• The Atlantic campaign
• Britain – a distraction
• Italy – an inconvenient obligation
• Policing occupied zones

Key Features of Allied Strategy

• Pre-1941 – Britain stands alone
• December 1941 – ‘Beat Hitler first’
• Lend lease scheme 
• Strategic bombing
• Soviet counter-offensives 1942-45
• North Africa and Italy 
• Anglo-American invasion of Europe

Further Reading
James Holland, ‘Blitzkrieg: exploding the myth’, 
Wartime Issue 77. 



2. Course of the European War

The battles – what you need to know

• The context- what was happening concurrently elsewhere
• The reason behind the battle- how it fit into Allied and Axis war aims and strategy
• Names of the theatre-level commanders
• Relative strength of the opposing forces
• Brief narrative overview of the campaign: arrows on maps type history
• Reasons for the outcome 
• Consequences/ significance 
• Some historiographical perspectives

ie: enough to write an essay focusing on one battle





2. Course of the European War

Key Feature and Issue – ‘Turning points of the 
war’

• A parallel to the ‘Great Man’ theory of contingency?

• Some pre-industrial precedents?  Marathon? Agincourt? Tours? Waterloo?

• No more decisive battles? No more decisive wars?

• Since 1914 there have been few decisive land ‘battles’

• Advent of ‘total war’

• Turning points = events that have a discernible impact at the strategic level

• Victory and defeat the product of multiple, complex factors



3. Civilians at war 
• Britain AND Germany OR Soviet Union

• Focus- a liberal democracy vs authoritarian regimes in total war 



3. Civilians at war 

- Nazi racial policies: the holocaust and the persecution of 
minorities 

- KFI: origins, nature and impact of the Holocaust

• Strive for nuance when assessing the impact of Nazi racial policy
• Persecution evolved over a decade

• Affected different parts of Europe to varying extents and in different ways



4. The end of the conflict

• Battles and campaigns in 1943-45

• The battle of Kursk, 1943 

• Operation Bagration, Belarus, 1944

• The Normandy campaign, June-July 1944

• Operation Market Garden, September 1944

• The German Ardennes offensive (the battle of the Bulge), December 1944

• The Soviet invasion of Germany and the battle of Berlin, April-May 1945 





4. The end of the conflict

• The Nuremberg war crimes trials

• Who was involved? Defendants and Prosecutors. 

• What purpose did the IMT have?

• What impact did the trial have?

• How can the trial help us understand relations between the Allies?

• To what extent was it a success? Did it provide justice?

• Why is the trial significant? What impact did it have on international justice?

Michael Biddiss ‘Victor’s Justice? The Nuremberg Tribunal’, History Today, May (1995), 40-46.

Jan Lemnitizer, ‘The Conversation’, Nuremberg war crimes trials 70 years on: a complex legacy, 20 
November 2015, https://theconversation.com/nuremberg-war-crimes-trials-70-years-on-a-
complex-legacy-50503

https://theconversation.com/nuremberg-war-crimes-trials-70-years-on-a-complex-legacy-50503


Historiography

• Why? 

• The syllabus mandates it 

• Exposes students to sophisticated interpretations of the events –
encourages analysis over factual recount

Students learn to: account for and assess differing perspectives 
and interpretations of the conflict 





US Army War College lecture ‘Why Hitler Lost the War: German 
Strategic Mistakes in WWII’ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5agLW7fTzBc&list=PLZ1Ga3lb1
AR6BlUARB_wpqnn5_smg1oat

Andrew Roberts

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5agLW7fTzBc&list=PLZ1Ga3lb1AR6BlUARB_wpqnn5_smg1oat


David Stahel

Muskegon Community College Lecture: Operation 
Barbarossa-Russia be dammed!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KxsdfcgfSS8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KxsdfcgfSS8


US Army Heritage and Education Centre Lecture
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UNDhswF1GKkRobert Citino

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UNDhswF1GKk


The exam – the marking rubric

‘A’ and ‘B’ range responses (16-25/25) require

• Judgement (‘clear’ or ‘sound attempt’)

• Structured (‘logical, cohesive and well structured’ or ‘well 
structured’)

• Historical information (‘detailed, relevant and accurate’)



Exam Question Analysis 

Typical Example

Causes – assess the 
significance of a 
particular cause 

To what extent were the dictatorships in Germany 
and Italy responsible for the growth of European 
tensions? (2016)

Battles – evaluate the 
significance of a 
campaign to the war’s 
course/ outcome

Assess the significance of the Battle of El Alamein as a 
turning point in the European conflict. (2016)

Civilians – assess or 
compare their 
experiences 

Assess the social and economic effects of the war on 
civilians in Britain and EITHER Germany OR the 
Soviet Union. (2012)



Exam Question Analysis 

Unusual Example

Nazi racial policy- assess 
its impact (2010)

Assess the impact of Nazi racial policies on civilians 
during the European war. (2010)

Strategies – assess their 
role in shaping the course 
of the war or impact on 
civilians (2007 and 13)

To what extent did the aims and strategies of the Axis 
powers shape the course of the European war? (2013)

??? ???
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